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• The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is of course first and foremost a ‘hard’ 
infrastructure initiative of unrivalled size and scope…

• …but it is also a ‘soft’ infrastructure initiative of unrivalled size and scope

• This soft infrastructure inter alia consists of multiple, overlapping, and 
complementary initiatives in terms of urban and public governance

• Most of the work presented here based on World Bank-funded research 

• Many of these soft initiatives are new, tentative, and in the making, but it 
is clear we are in uncharted territory:
o Weberian versus Confucian versus …?
o New Public Administration?
o BRI as an experiment in collaboration and adaptation

Starting point and main focus
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• Strict sense: a number of priority overland corridors across the 
Eurasian continent, which can be defined as coordinated bundles of 
transport and logistics infrastructures and services that facilitate 
interaction between major centres of economic activity (aka 
metropolitan regions)

• Broader sense: includes maritime routes
• Most encompassing sense: corridor initiatives across the world that 

facilitate interconnection between metropolitan regions

• Global public good?
• To be framed and interpreted in terms of geopolitical and geo-

economic terms?
• Either reinforced or softened by its governance aspects 

BRI?
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• Combines two key forces of ‘the global era’: urbanization and connectivity
• City networks bring together two forces of economic development: 

agglomeration and network externalities
Þ The BRI as a city network canvas for the world

• This brings new dimensions of governance into focus:
o Cities, city networks, and other ‘types’ of regions
o Other stakeholders: new institutional and governance actors as per 

the above
o Other dimensions of governance: finance, sustainability,…
o Purposefully collaborative across borders: MoU, co-financing, new 

forms of ppp…

What is so unique about BRI?
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• The impacts of BRI corridors will depend on the degree of urban 
integration in the connected regions

• National borders and existing regional blocs are nonetheless likely to 
have a strong influence on BRI corridor connectivity between cities

• Border management and trade facilitation issues:
o Global standards that establish levels of performance
o Collaborative governance frameworks
o New ways of thinking about public governance 
o And all of this (also) (centred) on the urban scale

Conclusions from our study
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• Acuto (2016): cities are more networked than ever – they enhance 
their capabilities by working together, sharing experiences and forging 
public–private partnerships across many domains

• Multilaterally and bilaterally  
• Cities in the developing world are involved
• Extending in scale, geography and scope
• And successfully so:

o cities that innovate openly in partnership with business, civil society and 
other urban areas are more likely to extend pilot projects citywide

o nearly two-thirds of city networks have some form of partnership with 
major multilateral organizations (such as the World Bank) and 
corporations (such as engineering firm Arup)

Urban governance in a BRI world (1)
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BUT
• Cities are integrated poorly into multilateral diplomacy

• Limits to their powers and budgets threaten their effectiveness as global 
change-makers

• Cities and city networks are poorly linked to national and international policy 
frameworks

SO
• Investment in soft city networking is needed to make hard city networking 

possible

• Multilateral collaboration across scales is needed

• Research on public governance needs to focus on the ramifications of the 
‘urban age’

Urban governance in a BRI world (2)


